Abstract-This study presents a new auditory-based distance measure with application to concatenative speech synthesis. This measure employs the Carney auditory model to produce a feature vector related to auditory perception. For concatenative synthesis, the new measure is employed to assess perceived discontinuities at segment transitions. Evaluations using a restricted data base environment show that the new measure can be effective in improving speech synthesis performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text-to-speech systems based on concatenation produce continuous speech by selecting and concatenating waveform segments from a data base of recorded speech. Standard concatenation schemes select segments from a speech corpus based upon two forms of cost functions [1] . The target cost compares selected and desired segments using characteristics such as pitch, duration, and power. The concatenation cost evaluates the perceived spectral continuity of potentially adjacent segments.
As a means of improving segment concatenation, we propose a new auditory-based distortion measure which serves as a form of concatenation cost. This new measure uses a computer model of the mammalian auditory system to compare the perception of speech frames. Each selected segment is then shaped with a time-domain analysis-synthesis normalization scheme to provide the desired pitch and duration [2] . The spectral features may also be shaped to improve the aforementioned new spectral matching measure. When phone selection based upon the new measure is merged with traditional techniques, the concatenated speech can approximate the desired perceptual speech characteristics and also be continuous in both the time domain and spectral structure.
The majority of concatenative speech synthesis systems employ data bases with a large number (e.g., +100 000) of segments with varied characteristics. These large data bases can provide high-quality speech [1] , [2] , but the creation and labeling of such data bases require large commitments of time and resources. This approach is taken because the concatenation synthesis method needs a large enough number of sample segments to be able to find an acceptably close match for each desired waveform segment. In contrast, this study focuses on speech synthesis using a small data base of about four hundred phone segment waveforms per speaker. There are several applications, such as voice e-mail simulation, for which it is desirable to synthesize short passages of a speaker's voice from limited training data. The time required to create and label such a Manuscript received April 1, 1997; revised December 12, 1997. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Douglas D. O'Shaughnessy. limited data set is several orders of magnitude smaller than that for larger schemes. In this study, we have used the TIMIT data base, which provides merely ten phonetically-balanced sentences for each speaker. TIMIT's ten-sentence training corpus includes approximately three to eight examples of each phoneme for each speaker. Due to the small amount of data available, individual phones were selected to be the basic waveform segment, with multiple adjacent phones used when appropriate matches reside in the data base of ten source sentences.
II. SPECTRAL DISTORTION MEASURE
To aid in the selection of speech segments for concatenation, we propose a new auditory-based distortion measure (see Fig. 1 ). This measure is similar to common objective speech quality measures such as those based on linear predictive (LP) properties [3] , [4] , criticalband structure, the Bark-scale, or line spectral pairs. While these measures have been used historically to assess vocoder distortion, the present distortion measure is intended to identify the amount of perceptually noticeable spectral distortion between two speech segments. The distortion measure indicates the difference between two audio frames in the primary auditory-nerve (AN) firing-rate frequencies across all channels.
A. Motivation
In a series of studies, Quackenbush et al. considered more than 2000 objective speech quality measures and found that those measures derived from auditory criteria are the best predictors of subjective quality. Of the measures based on aural models, Quackenbush found that Klatt's weighted-spectral slope measure (WSSM) yields the best results [3] . Thus, in order to use such auditory criteria, our proposed measure ascertains the "distance" between the perceived spectral characteristics of adjacent time-slices in the speech signal.
Several existing measures could be compared with the proposed measure. For example, measuring the cepstral distance [1] or the difference between LP spectral envelopes [2] , [3] will yield an expression of spectral discontinuity. In addition, some speech recognition systems have employed features based upon the human auditory system [5] . In comparison, our approach emphasizes modeled mea- surement differences of human auditory perception between adjacent segments. Though the proposed measure is similar in concept to spectral distance measures, smoothed spectra are not used since the motivation is to investigate a perceptual-based spectral representation via the Carney model of AN fibers.
B. Computer Auditory Model
The proposed new distortion measure takes advantage of a computational model which produces realistic temporal response properties and average discharge rates of auditory nerves in response to simple and complex stimuli. In particular, the perceptual basis for our new measure arises from the use of Carney's computational model for generating the firing rates of synapses of auditory nerves [6] . This model is based upon and closely approximates measurements of AN fibers in cats. three-store diffusion model represents the adaptation of the IHC-AN synapse. Finally, a Poisson discharge generator converts the output of the adapted IHC-AN synapse into discharge times to simulate physiological observations. To expand Carney's basic algorithm from a single AN to a complete frequency array, we used Mark Liberman's placement map of known AN-fiber characteristic frequencies in cats (from 100-3587 Hz) [7] .
C. Auditory Model Data
One form of data calculated by the Carney model is the timevarying spike rate of the IHC-AN synapse. This data can be used to generate a cochleagram, or neurogram, which is a picture of the firing rate versus time for an array of AN fibers. Fig. 3 shows a cochleagram of the phone /IY/ 1 spoken in the word "steer." The proposed measure uses each auditory channel within this cochleagram data. Although the proposed measure uses the Carney model, other computer auditory models which generate similar data could be employed instead [9] .
The set of cochleagram data resulting from an AN model's response to an input sound waveform may be analyzed via a correlogram, or duplex representation. A correlogram is a series of short-time autocorrelations of AN firing-rate data. It has been suggested that the correlogram is biologically feasible and may be a representation by which the central auditory nervous system organizes and realizes auditory information [9] . In constructing a correlogram, the autocor- relation function is computed separately for each auditory channel, and the channels are then placed adjacent in a two-dimensional (2-D) matrix for each time slice. Fig. 5(a) gives an example correlogram for the phone /IY/. The distinct periodicity visible in the response of each AN channel corresponds to the frequency data extracted and used by the proposed measure. Other research also indicates that the perception of sound and speech may depend upon the spectra of the firing rate of the auditory nerves: AN's located near a high-amplitude formant in a speech signal will phase-lock to fire at the frequency of that formant [10] .
D. Measure Algorithm
In Fig. 4 , a flow diagram illustrates the overall procedure for generating feature vectors for the proposed distance measure. The input data is the AN synapse firing rate versus time as calculated by the Carney model. In the analysis stage, the algorithm calculates the primary frequency at which each AN fires. Each AN frequency bin corresponds to a distinct auditory channel and is divided into short-term frames for analysis. For each channel k for a given frame, we 1) apply a Hamming window, 2) find the maximum-amplitude (modal) frequency, and 3) store that frequency value x k within the feature data vectorx x x: While the AN data is obtained for the entire speech signal, this vector is calculated for only a single frame at the beginning or end of a speech segment. At the beginning of a speech file, approximately 25 ms of AN data should be skipped to allow transient effects to settle in the response. We chose to use 32 ms (256 sample) frames, but other frame sizes could be used.
To find the primary firing frequency for an AN channel, we first calculate the spectrum and then find the frequency with the peak absolute value. Following the concept of the correlogram, one could calculate the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the linear autocorrelation to obtain the power spectrum. A more computationally efficient approach is to zero-pad the cochleagram data (to avoid circularity artifacts) and then directly calculate the FFT to obtain the magnitude spectrum. Moreover, our experiments showed that linear operations provide better net results than cyclic operations for the proposed Fig. 6 . Spectrogram of a sound file with sine-wave pseudoformants. In this example, the second pseudoformant abruptly shifts to a higher frequency. Samples like this one were used both for quantitative evaluation and for testing possible variations in the measure algorithm. measure. Fig. 5 gives an example of the procedure beginning with one frame of a correlogram and ultimately generating the feature vector for that frame. After calculating the FFT of a channel, the figure shows how we scale the frequency-domain data to account for the inherent decay; this scaling aids the detection of the dominant frequency.
The net result of the above processing is that the proposed measure uses the dominant frequency in each cochlear filter as a model of auditory perception. Each cochlear filter will see many different frequency components of the audio input. For example, a cochlear channel centered at the frequency of a formant will respond best to that formant, but channels centered at nearby frequencies will also respond strongly and may phase-lock onto the formant frequency. The measure's feature vector representation thus records the distribution of dominant frequencies across the cochlea.
The final step of the measure requires only comparisons between output vectors rather than a complete recalculation of the AN response through the Carney model and correlation features; thus, this algorithm allows feature vectors to be saved once calculated. After the feature vectors have been generated, a final scalar value is found by summing the difference of values between two vectorsx x x andỹ y y using the city block metric as shown below:
We decided to use the city block metric only after testing several common metrics on the feature vectors of psuedoformant samples (see Section IV-A).
Since it measures how well segments match spectrally at their edges, the proposed measure forms one basis for choosing potential speech segments from an available data base for concatenative synthesis. When applying the proposed measure to the selection of segments for concatenation, we use the vectors from the last frame of one segment and the first frame of the subsequent segment candidate for concatenation. We suggest that when there is a minimum in the proposed measure calculated from the border frames at the concatenation point of two neighboring segments, then the measure implies that the perceived auditory difference between segments is also minimal. Thus, we select the segments for which the measure yields the smallest score at the edges. It is noted that the measure here is intended primarily for the assessment of voiced-to-voiced segment transitions for speech synthesis and not for transitions between voiced and unvoiced segments.
III. PARAMETER ADJUSTMENTS
Due to the limited number of sample phones available in a small data base, it is rarely possible to find an existing phone with the precise desired prosodic and spectral characteristics. Moreover, the use of phones introduces limitations and difficulties as compared to using larger segments which contain broader articulatory movements. Even when a search strategy locates the closest matching phone, direct concatenation merely yields a jumble of mismatched segments, none of which have quite the desired parameters. If the prosodic characteristics are modified, however, then even the segments available in the limited data set can yield acceptable phones. While the goal is to have a given speaker produce a desired text string as natural speech, here we have a reference speaker produce the desired sentence so that baseline suprasegmental structure can be obtained.
A. Time-Domain Parameters
In this evaluation, we use the pitch-synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) algorithm to adjust the pitch and duration of each phone. This method provides a simple mechanism for prosodic adjustment via manipulation of pitch-synchronous analysis windows [11] . After a speech segment is selected from the database on the basis of the measure score, PSOLA is used to adjust the pitch and duration of each voiced phone to match the reference speaker sentence. Though less desirable than having a perfect prosodic match, modifying the available data is a practical method of achieving similar results.
In addition to manipulating the segmental pitch and duration via PSOLA, we also adjust the power of each speech segment. Standard time-domain techniques change the RMS amplitude of each phone to the desired value. By modification of these three characteristics-pitch, duration, and power-the limited data base can produce synthesis results which begin to approach those of larger data sets. 
B. Spectral Parameters
After time-domain adjustments are made, the sequence of segment waveforms do not directly fit together to produce natural-sounding speech. Additional requirements are necessary to ensure that the selected phones are spectrally aligned so as not to be discordant at phone transitions. For example, we have pitch synchronized speech segments by truncating segments to begin and end only at pitch peaks. We have also used time-domain PSOLA to smooth the pitch between segments. Other frequency-domain methods are needed to provide a smooth spectral transition between formants; however, we did not explore such techniques in this study.
In addition, the proposed measure can provide limited information about the frequency location of discontinuities. Comparison of the feature vectors can indicate areas of perceptual distortion in the frequency domain. However, a sufficiently strong sound-pressure level at a frequency distant from an IHC's characteristic frequency can cause the IHC to respond accordingly [10] . In particular, small changes in the frequency or amplitude of a tone or formant will induce a change primarily at those IHC's which are just on the threshold of being affected by the stimulating frequency. Thus, one should not rely solely on the proposed measure to spectrally locate the discontinuity, but one could use the proposed auditory measure to decide whether a perceived mismatch is present and then use a second measure to determine locations for spectral smoothing.
IV. EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the proposed distortion measure algorithm, three different tests were considered. We first demonstrate the measure's performance using segments consisting of summed sinusoids to simulate formant locations. Second, the measure was used to select phone segments for concatenative synthesis. Finally, we compared our objective measure with subjective evaluation via a formal listener test.
A. Performance with Artificial Formants
We compared the proposed auditory-neural based measure (ANBM) to the Itakura-Saito weighted log-likelihood distortion measure (ISM) and WSSM (both discussed in [3] ) to evaluate their responses to changes in a sine-wave pattern of artificial formants. To provide a set of quantitative evaluations, we generated three sine waves to simulate three formants. The frequency and amplitude of these sine waves are based upon mean data measured for the vowel /AE/ [12] . In each sound file, one of the three pseudoformants suddenly shifts to a different frequency while the other two formants remain at constant frequencies (see Fig. 6 ). These samples were used not only for quantitative evaluation but also in developing the measure to determine which of several variations in the algorithm gives results most closely matching the desired results for these cases.
In the first set of trials, each sound file has a different final frequency but consistent amplitude for the moving formant; in the second set of trials, each sound file has a different amplitude but consistent final frequency for the moving formant. The intent of these simulations is to allow detailed measurements that are applicable to real concatenation situations. Fig. 7 illustrates the results from each of the three measures for these shifts for multiple frequencies and amplitudes. Though the proposed measure does not show an ideal monotonic increase with greater amplitude and frequency shift, it does reflect both the amount of spectral change and a dependence upon signal amplitude.
B. Application to Concatenative Synthesis
We also demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed measure for phone segment selection in concatenative synthesis using speech from a TIMIT speaker. Based upon minimal distance values from the measure, we constructed synthesized phrases from a ten-sentence phone corpus from the TIMIT data base. Fig. 8 compares the spectrograms of the synthesized phrase "greasy wash water" when phones are selected via the proposed distance measure and via more traditional prosodic feature matching. Note the improved formant match across the segment sequence for the word "water."
Due to the limited segment codebook size, a systematic comparison between ANBM, ISM, and WSSM was not conducted for spectrographic comparison. Our conclusion here is that using the ANBM offers some improvement over using only prosody features. Although these results consider an application of this new measure with phoneme-sized segments for concatenation, the measure could also be used for concatenative synthesis with speech segments of other sizes. Moreover, the measure is not specific to the perception of speech but could be used for any sound.
C. Subjective Listener Test
In a formal subjective test, 22 healthy listeners compared two independent sets of sounds: ten segments of artificial formant transitions and six segments of concatenated phones (/AO/ and /L/). A paired comparison procedure measured relative performance to obtain a subjective measurement of quality. For each pair, listeners were asked to judge "which sound has the smoother transition." The test algorithm randomly selected from available files and used the listener's results to perform a binary sort of the preferences.
Correlation coefficients were calculated by treating the sorted listener preferences as if all items were evenly distributed. Table I shows the correlation coefficients between listener rankings and the three measures. Fig. 9 shows a scatterplot of the listeners' ordering of the artificial formants versus ANBM scoring; the best-fit line indicates the net correlation. Fig. 10 shows a similar scatterplot for the concatenated speech samples; six levels of increasing spectral mismatch are shown. Because listener reports on the sixth speech sample were seemingly aberrant (some listeners interpreted the sixth mismatch speech case, ANBM = 1208, as a substitute phoneme pair), we show in Table I the correlation both for all six levels and for the first five levels.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study has considered the development of a new auditorybased distance measure and has shown that it provides a measure of the dissimilarity of the perception of speech segments. By using a computer model of auditory nerves, the algorithm attempts to repre-sent human perception more closely than other traditional objective measures. In concatenative synthesis, the spectral transitions selected by the measure are shown to be smoother than those selected by traditional use of prosodic characteristics. In combination with direct processing of time-and frequency-domain characteristics, the proposed measure allows a small segment database to yield concatenative synthesis results approaching those previously achieved only with large databases. Thus, based upon experiments conducted using the Carney model of auditory-nerve fibers, the proposed measure appears to be a promising technique for assessing segment joint mismatch for concatenative speech synthesis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sinusoidal model represents speech by a linear combination of sinusoids with time-varying amplitudes, frequencies, and phases [10] , [11] , [13] . Although successful techniques have been developed for quantization of the sinusoidal amplitudes and frequencies, there is still a demand for improvement in the performance of the sinusoidal phase models. The basic motivation for an efficient phase model lies in the fact that coarse quantization of sine wave phases usually results in performance degradation. In fact, improper modeling and quantization of the sinusoidal phases may lead to strong reverberance in reconstructed speech.
A number of approaches to sine wave phase estimation have been proposed by Almeida et al. [2] , [9] and McAulay and Quatieri [10] , [11] . The approach taken by Almeida et al. exploits the correlation between harmonic phases of consecutive voiced segments. McAulay and Quatieri used a mixed-voicing sinusoidal representation where phases for the voiced portion were extracted from the spectral envelope under a minimum-phase assumption, while phases for the unvoiced portion were randomized. In their recent work, the spectral envelope was parameterized in terms of the linear predictive coefficients [11] .
In this work, the use of LPC analysis along with allpass phase correction and delay compensation is proposed for simultaneous representation of the sinusoidal amplitude and phase parameters. The inclusion of the allpass phase correction scheme in the proposed sinusoidal phase model was inspired by improvements in source-system LPC reported by Hedelin [6] , [7] , Honda [8] , and Trancoso et al. [14] . It must be noted that the proposed algorithm is different than the aforementioned phase-compensated source-system LPC methods in that: i) spectral sampling and delay compensation are also integrated into the phase correction process, and ii) the proposed method is applied to sinusoidal analysis-synthesis, which is distinctly different than source-system LPC. In addition, the proposed method can be
